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On the Maximal Cliques of the Quadratic Forms Graph in 
Even Characteristic 
JOE HEMMETER AND ANDREW WOLDAR 
Let V denote an n-dimensional vector space over the field of q elements. Associated with V 
is a graph Quad(n, q), the vertices of which are the quadratic forms on V, with two forms 
adjacent if the rank of their difference is 1 or 2. The cliques in Quad(n, q) of size at least 
q2 + q + 3 were determined in [2). The cliques of size at least q + 4 were characterized in [3] 
for q odd, q'" 5. In this paper, we address the even characteristic case and provide a 
classification of all cliques of size at least max{q + 4, 9}. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V denote an n-dimensional vector space over the field IF of q elements. A 
quadratic form x on V is a map x: V ~ IF such that, for every u, v E V and a, bE IF, 
x(au + bv) = a2x(u) + b2x(v) + abBAu, v) 
for some bilinear form Bx on V. Note that Bx must be symmetric if q is odd and 
alternating if q is even. The radicals of x and Bx are defined by 
Rad(Bx) = {u E V: BAu, v) = 0 for all v E V}; 
Rad(x) = {u E Rad(Bx): x(u) = O}. 
The rank rk(x) is defined to be the dimension of the quotient space V /Rad(x). (For 
the benefit of our readers who prefer to think in terms of co-ordinates, a typical rank 1 
form is (VI>"" vn) ~ avi (a ElF, a * 0) and a typical rank two form is 
(VI>"" vn)~avi+bvlV2+CV~ (a, b, C ElF, b *0).) 
In this paper we are concerned with the graph Quad(n, q), or simply Q, defined as 
follows. The vertices of Q are the quadratic forms on V, with two vertices x, y adjacent 
provided that rk(x - y) = 1 or 2. In [1], Q was shown by Egawa to be distance-regular. 
The problem we shall address is that of classifying the maximal cliques of Q. Work 
on this problem was started in [2], where all cliques of size at least q2 + q + 3 were 
determined. This work was extended in [3], with a classification of all cliques of size at 
least q + 4 for q odd, q ~ 5. We shall focus here on the even characteristic case and 
shall assume that q ~ 4, as all maximal cliques in the case q = 2 were characterized in 
[2]. Despite non-trivial technical differences arising in even characteristic, the results 
are quite similar to those in [3]. 
For the remainder of the paper, q is even and at least 4, unless otherwise stated. 
First we need to introduce some terminology, adapted from [2]. Let K ~ V(Q) and 
x E V(Q). We define K - x = {y - x: y E K}. It is clear that K - x induces a clique iff 
K does. (In what follows, we shall generally refer to the 'graph K' instead of the more 
precise 'graph induced by K') We define the operation by which one obtains K - x 
from K as translation by x. 
For Xo E V(Q), define C(xo) = {x E V(Q): rk(x - xo):S:; I}. We shall refer to C(xo) as 
a clique of type 1. Now let W be an (n -I)-dimensional subspace of V. Define OO(W, 0) 
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to be the set of all alternating forms on V, the restriction of which to W is O. Fix 
v E V\W and a E IF. For any BE OO(W, 0), define a quadratic form xa(B) on W by 
xa(B)(u) = a(B(u, V»2 for u E W. 
Let C(W, 0; a, v)= {XE V(Q): BxE OO(W, 0) andxlw=xiBx)}. We call C(W, 0; a, v), 
as well as any of its translates, a type 2 clique. A clique of type 1 or 2 is termed a grand 
clique. Finally, let V be any (n - 2)-dimensional subspace of V. The cubic clique 
C( V, xo) is defined to be {x E V (q): Rad(x - xo) ;2 V}. (Therefore in terms of 
co-ordinates a typical cubic clique is given by {(VI' ... , vn)~avi + bVlv2 + cv~: a, b, 
c E IF}.) In (2J it is shown that grand and cubic cliques are maximal, with respective 
sizes qn and q3. Further, we have: 
(2, Theorem 24). Let M be a maximal clique of Quad(n, q) with q even. If M is not a 
grand or cubic clique, then IMI ~ q2 + q + 2. 
In the present work, we establish the following refinement: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a maximal clique of Quad(n, q) with q even, q "" 4, and 
suppose that IMI "" max{q + 4, 9}. Then M is either grand, cubic, quadratic or linear. 
Moreover, grand, cubic, quadratic and linear cliques are maximal. 
Definitions for quadratic and linear cliques appear in Section 4. 
The basic difference between the odd characteristic case (treated in [3]) and the even 
characteristic case is that, in the latter, Bx does not determine a unique x. In fact, there 
are qn quadratic forms associated with each alternating form when q is even. Although 
this would seem to make the case of even characteristic more complicated, it is actually 
simpler. This is due to a special property of type 1 cliques occurring only in even 
characteristic: If x, y E C(xo), then rk(x - y) ~ 1 (see Lemma 2.8). One consequence of 
this is that fewer 'types' of linear cliques arise in even characteristic, which allows us to 
simplify the arguments involving their characterization. 
The balance of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some 
preliminary results, many lifted wholesale from [2), others from [3J with slight 
modification. Section 3 includes a proof that any sufficiently large clique is contained in 
the union of two intersecting type 2 cliques. This is where the bound max{q + 4, 9} 
arises. In Section 4, we introduce quadratic and linear cliques. A proof of our main 
result appears in Section 5. We close this section with an alternate description of grand 
cliques in terms of products of linear functionals. 
Let V* denote the dual space (space of linear functionals) of V. For a, f3 E V* it is 
well known that the product af3 (defined pointwise) is a quadratic form on V. The 
grand cliques containing 0 can now be characterized as C = {a2 : a E V *} (type 1) and 
CfJ = {af3: aE V*} (type 2) . (Actually C must be C(O), as the latter is shown in 
Lemma 2.8 to be the unique type 1 clique containing O. Also W(CfJ) = {v e V: 
f3(v) = OJ, where W(CfJ ) is defined in the remarks preceding Lemma 2.1.) Observe 
that C n Cp = {af32: a e IF} and Cp n Cy = {af3r: a e IF}. Thus it is immediate that 
ICI = ICpl = qn and IC n Cpl = ICp n Cyl = q, which supplies independent confirmation 
of results from [2). 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We begin with some elementary facts about grand and cubic cliques. Eor--C a type 2 
clique containing 0, define W(C) = W if C can be expressed in the form C(W, 0; a, v) 
for some a, v. By [2J, W(C) is well defined. 
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LEMMA 2.1. (i) Let x be a rank 2 form and Wan (n - I)-dimensional subspace of V 
containing Rad(x). Then there exists a unique type 2 clique C with x E C and W(C) = W. 
(ii) Let x and y be adjacent rank 2 forms with distinct radicals. Then there exists a 
unique type 2 clique containing 0, x and y. 
PROOF. (i) This is a direct consequence of Lemma 19 of [2]. 
(ii) Existence is clear from Lemma 3 of [2]. If Cl> C2 are two such cliques, then 
W(CI ) = Rad(x) + Rad(y) = W(C2), whence CI = C2 by part (i). 0 
We will refer to the clique in (ii) as [0, x, y]. The proof of the next lemma is the 
same as that of Lemma 2.7 of [3], and so will be omitted. For Xl> X2, ••• ,Xm E V(Q), 
we define N(xl> X2, ••• , xm ) to be the set of all vertices adjacent to every Xi' 1::s;:; i::s;:; m. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x and y be adjacent rank 2 forms with distinct radicals. Then 
[0, x, y] = {O, x, y} U {z E N(O, x, y): Rad(z) ~ Rad(x) + Rad(y)}. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let CI and C2 be type 2 cliques which both contain 0. 
(i) ICI n C2 1 = q. 
(ii) If W(C I ) = W(C2) then CI n C2 = {x E V(Q): Rad(x);;2 W(CI )}· 
(iii) If W(CI ) * W(C2) then, for every non-zero x E CI n C2 , Rad(x) = W(CI ) n 
W(C2). 
PROOF. Lemma 20 and Theorem 22 of [2]. 0 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a clique containing ° and a rank 2 form. Then S lies in a cubic 
clique iff all rank 2 forms in S have the same radical. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2.8 of [3]. 0 
The following lemma compiles from [2] several properties regarding the nature of 
non-grand, non-cubic maximal cliques. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M be a non-grand, non-cubic maximal clique containing 0. 
(i) There is an (n - 3)-dimensional subspace W of V which is contained in the radical of 
every member of M. 
(ii) Let x, y EM with rk(x) = rk(y) = 2 and Rad(x) = Rad(y). Then there exist type 2 
cliques CI and C2 such that 0, x, y E CI n C2 and M ~ CI U C2 • 
(iii) If x, y EM with x * y, then rk(x - y) = 2. 
PROOF Part (i) is Theorem 21 of [2]; parts (ii) and (iii) are found in the proof of 
Theorem 24 of [2]. 0 
Part (i) of Lemma 2.5 simplifies our task considerably. For suppose M and Ware as 
in the lemma. Let U be a three-dimensional subspace of V with V = W ED U. Since the 
radical of each form x in M contains W, no information is lost if we restrict our 
attention to U. In view of this: 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume that V is three-dimensional. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let CI and C2 be distinct type 2 cliques containing 0, and let M be a 
non-grand, non-cubic maximal clique contained in CI U C2 • Then W(CI ) * W(C2 ) and 
Rad(x) * W(CI ) n W(C2 ) for all x E M\(CI n C2 ). 
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PROOF. By Lemma 2.5(iii), M contains no rank 1 form. W(CI) =#= W(C2) now 
follows from Lemma 2.3(ii). Since M is not cubic, there exists Y EM with Rad(y) =#= 
W(CI) n W(C2). By Lemma 2.3(iii), we may assume that y E M\C2. Then, by Lemma 
2.2, no form in M\CI has radical equal to W(CI) n W(C2), which in turn implies the 
same result for forms in M\C2 • 0 
LEMMA 2.7. Let C be a clique containing 0, and let x, y, Z E C be rank 2 forms with 
V = Rad(x) E9 Rad(y) E9 Rad(z). Then C is not contained in any grand or cubic clique. 
PROOF. The proof is immediate from Lemma 2.4, and the fact that Rad(t) s;;; W(K) 
whenever t E K, K grand. 0 
The following lemma, when combined with Lemma 2.5, explains much of the 
difference between the cases of odd and even characteristic. 
LEMMA 2.8. (i) Let C be a type 1 clique and x, y E C. Then rk(x - y) .:; 1. 
(ii) C(O) is the only type 1 clique containing O. 
PROOF. Let C = C(xo). Since rk(x - xo) .:; 1, we have rk(Bx- xo)':; 1. But Bx- xo' 
being an alternating form, has even rank. Thus Bx-xo is identically zero, so xand Xo 
share the same bilinear form. In fact, C(xo) is just the set of quadratic forms having 
associated bilinear form Bx. Both (i) and (ii) now follow. 0 
3. THE BOUND max{q + 4, 9} 
We begin by proving two technical lemmas which allow us to establish an upper 
bound on the size of maximal cliques which fail to lie in the union of two intersecting 
grand cliques. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let CI = C(Wl> O;f, V3) and C2 = C(W2' 0; g, VI) be type 2 cliques with 
VI E Wl1 V3 E W2, and choose V2 E WI n W2 such that {Vl> V2, V3} is a basis for V. Let Xl> 
YI E CI\C2, Xl =#= Yl> and X2 E C2\CI be rank 2 forms, the respective bilinear forms of 
which, relative to {Vl> V2, V3}, are given by 
(0 0 0) (0 0 b) Mx! = 0 0 a, My! = 0 0 c , o a 0 b c 0 (
0 de). 
MX2 = d 0 0 , 
e 0 0 
and let r =XI(V3), s = YI(V3), and t =X2(VI)' Then X2 is adjacent to both Xl> YI iff 
t = (e2fa 2 + d2r + ade)la2, (1) 
d=#=O 
and either 
d = abl(r + b2g + s), if a =c 
or 
e = ad + fJ, if a =#=c, 
where a = (c2r + a2b2g + a2s)lac(a + c) and fJ = abl(a + c). 
(2) 
(3) 
PROOF. First observe that XI(VI) = 0, XI(V2) = fa 2, YI(VI) = fb2, YI(V2) = fc2, 
X2(V2) = gd2, X2(V3) = ge2. Equation (1) is now easily derived from the fact that Xl and 
X2 are adjacent iff aVI + eV2 + dV3 E Rad(xi - X2)' If (1) holds and d = 0, then t = e2f, 
so that X2 E Cl> contrary to assumption. Moreover, YI and X2 are adjacent iff 
CVI + (b + e)v2 + dV3 E Rad(YI - X2)' Using (1), this condition yields the equation 
(4) 
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Equations (2) and (3) are now easily deduced, in the appropriate cases, from equation 
(4) and the fact that c*-O (as YI f C2), and b *- 0 when a = c. 0 
LEMMA 3.2. With notation as in the previous lemma, let Y2, Z2 be distinct rank 2 
forms in C2\Cl> each distinct from X2, and each adjacent to both Xl> YI. Then 
Rad(Y2 - X2) = Rad(z2 - X2)· 
PROOF. Applying Lemma 3.1 to each of Y2, Z2, the reader will have little trouble 
verifying that Rad(Y2 - X2) = (V2) = Rad(z2 - X2) when a = c, and Rad(Y2 - X2) = 
(atJ2 + V3) = Rad(z2 - X2) otherwise. 0 
Lemma 3.2 is the even characteristic analogue of Lemma 3.5 of [3]. The proof of our 
next result does not differ substantially from that of Theorem 6.1 of [3], and hence is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a maximal clique, neither grand nor cubic, of size at least 
max{q + 4, 9}. Then there exist distinct type 2 cliques CI and C2 with M £; CI U C2 and 
CI n C2 *-0. 
4. QUADRATIC AND LINEAR CLIQUES 
In this section we introduce two classes of cliques, the members of which will be 
shown in Section 5 to be maximal. For S £; V(Q) and Xv ... , Xm E V(Q), we define 
NS(XI' ... , xm) = S n N(xv ... , xm)· 
DEFINmoN (quadratic clique). Let X be a rank 2 form and C a type 2 clique 
containing 0 with Rad(x) i W(C). We call {x} U Ndx), and any of its translates, a 
quadratic clique. 
LEMMA 4.1. Quadratic cliques are of size q2 + 1. 
PROOF. Let {x} U Ndx) be a quadratic clique (with rk(x) = 2 and 0 E C). We may 
adopt the notation of Lemma 3.1 with x = Xl and C = C2 • From the proof of Lemma 
3.1, given X2 E C, 
X2(VI) = t = (e2fa2 + d2r + ade)/a2 
iff X2 E Ndx). As W2 = (V2' V3) and X2 E c, X2( V2) and X2( V3) are uniquely determined. 
Thus the above condition on X2(VI) means that there is precisely one quadratic form in 
Ndx) for each bilinear form in @(W(C), 0). We conclude that INdx) I = q2 and the 
result follows. 0 
REMARK. In the definition of quadratic clique, Rad(x) i W(C) implies x f C. 
Assuming x f C with Rad(x) £; W(C), it is easily shown that Ndx) = {y E C: 
Rad(y) ;;2 Rad(x)}, so that again {x} U Ndx) is a clique of size q2 + 1. In this case, 
however, {x} U Ndx) is contained in a cubic clique, and so is not maximal. 
For H, I, K any sets of forms in Quad(n, q), let (H, I, K) denote the set 
(H n I) U (H n K) U (I n K). The reader will observe that (H, I, K) is a clique 
whenever H, I and K are. 
DEFINmON (linear clique). Let L = (Cv C2, C3), where Cl> C2, and C3 are type 2 
cliques. Suppose that 0 ELand that there exist rank 2 forms Xi E Ci n L, 1 ... i ... 3, with 
Rad(xI) ffi Rad(x2) ffi Rad(x3) = V. We call L, and any of its translates, a linear clique. 
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PROOF. Suppose ICI n C2 n C31 ~ 2. We may assume that 0, x E C1 n C2 n C3, 
where x is a non-zero form. If rk(x) = 1, then W(Ci ) = Rad(x) for i = 1, 2, 3 (Lemma 
2.3), whence L £;; C(O). If rk(x) = 2, then Rad(z) = Rad(x) for all non-zero z E L 
(Lemma 2.3 again), so that L is contained in the cubic clique C(Rad(x), 0). In either 
case, we have contradicted Lemma 2.7. The result follows. 0 
LEMMA 4.3. Linear cliques have size 3q or 3q - 2 depending, respectively, on 
whether Cl n C2 n C3 is empty or non-empty. 
PROOF. The proof is immediate from Lemmas 2.3(i) and 4.2. 0 
REMARK. If there do not exist rank 2 forms Xv X2, X3 in (Cv C2, C3) with 
Rad(xl) EB Rad(x2) EB Rad(x3) = V, then it is easy to show that (Cv C2, C3) is con-
tained in a cubic clique, and so is not maximal. 
In view of Theorem 3.3, our primary focus is on maximal cliques contained in the 
union of two intersecting type 2 cliques C and K. If such a maximal clique is neither 
grand nor quadratic, it will turn out to be linear with C and K playing the roles of, say, 
Cl and C2. The manner in which C3 arises is revealed in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T be a clique contained in Cl U C2 with Cv C2 distinct type 2 
cliques containing ° and I T\Cil ~ 2, i = 1, 2. Suppose that all non-zero forms in T have 
rank 2 and that at least one such has radical lying outside W(Ci) for some i. Then there 
exists a unique type 2 clique C3 such that T £;; (Cv C2, C3). 
PROOF. Let Xl, Yl E T\C2, X2, Y2 E T\C1 and suppose without loss of generality that 
Rad(xl) ¢; W(C2). We may now adopt the notation of Lemma 3.1. First we prove 
uniqueness. Suppose that T £;; (Cv C2, C3) for some type 2 clique C3. Then, in 
particular, Xv Yv X2 E C3, whence 0, Yl - Xv X2 - Xl E C3 - Xl' By routine computa-
tion, we obtain Rad(Yl -Xl) = {(a + C)Vl + bV2) and Rad(x2 -Xl) = (avi + eV2 + 
dV3)' Since X2 It Cl, we must have d ::FO. Thus Rad(Yl - Xl), Rad(x2 - Xl) are distinct, 
and it follows that C3 - Xl = [0, Yl - Xl' X2 - xd. Therefore C3 is uniquely determined. 
Let W, = «a + C)VI + bV2, aVI + eV2 + dV3), 11 = f + b2g/(r + b2g +S)2, 12 = filf + 
(r +s)/(a + cf + a/(a + C), and L = C2\CI. If a = c then Kl = C(W3' 0; Iv v 3) is a well 
defined type 2 clique. Using Lemma 3.1, the reader can now easily verify that Xl' 
Yl and NL(xv Yl) are contained in KI +XI' When a ::FC, these statements hold, with 
Kl replaced by K2 = C(w" 0; 12, V2)' Let C3 denote Kl + Xl when a = c, and K2 + Xl 
otherwise. 
A similar argument produces a type 2 clique C; which contains X2, Y2 and NR (X2, Y2), 
where R = Cl \C2. But, as Xv Yl E NR (X2, Y2), we see that C; - Xi = [0, YI - Xl> 
x2-xd=C3-XI' Thus C3=C;, and we conclude that T£;;(Cl nC2)UNR (X2,Y2)U 
NL(XI, Yl) £;; (CI, C2, C3), as claimed. 0 
5. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a maximal clique of Quad(n, q) with q even, q ~4, and 
suppose that IMI ~ max{q + 4, 9}. Then M is either grand, cubic, quadratic or linear. 
Moreover, grand, cubic, quadratic and linear cliques are maximal. 
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PROOF. Suppose that M is neither grand nor cubic. By Theorem 3.3, there exist 
distinct type 2 cliques CI and C2 with M s; CI U C2 and CI n C2 * 0. We may assume 
that ° e CI n C2. Clearly, M\C; * 0, i = 1, 2. If IM\C;I = 1 for some i, then M is 
clearly quadratic. Therefore assume IM\C;\;;" 2, i = 1, 2. Let Xl e M\C2, X2 e M\CI. By 
Lemma 2.6 Rad(xI) ¢ W(C2 ), Rad(x2) ¢ W(CI). Thus by Lemma 2.5(iii) and Theorem 
4.4, M = (Cb C2, C3) for some type 2 clique C3 . Letting z e CI n C2, z * 0, we 
obviously have V = Rad(xI) ED Rad(x2) ED Rad(z), whence M is linear. 
To prove the final statement of the theorem, it suffices to show that no grand, cubic, 
quadratic or linear clique is contained in another such clique. This has already been 
done for grand and cubic cliques (see [2]). Let K = {x} U Ndx) be quadratic (assuming 
OeC). Then there exist y, zeNdx) with W(C) = Rad(y) ED Rad(z), so clearly 
V = Rad(x) ED Rad(y) ED Rad(z). By Lemma 2.7, K is not in any grand or cubic clique. 
As K is too large to fit in a linear clique, K is maximal as desired. 
Finally let L = (Cb C2, C3) be linear (with notation as in the definition of linear 
clique). We may assume that 0, Xl e CI n C2, X2 e C2 n C3 and X3 e CI n C3 • Let 
L s; M, M maximal. By Lemma 2.7, M is neither grand nor cubic. Choose y e C I n C2, 
y *0, Xl' As Rad(y) = Rad(xI) there exist, by Lemma 2.5(ii), distinct type 2 cliques 
K I, K2 with M s; KI U K2 and 0, Xv Y e KI n K2. Without loss, we may assume that 
X3 e L\K2 and X2 e L\Kv whence KI = [0, Xl, X3] = CI and K2 = [0, Xl, X2] = C2. Thus 
M satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4, so M = (CI, C2, K) for some type 2 clique 
K. But C3 is the unique type 2 clique such that L s; (CI, C2, C3). As L s; (Cv C2, K) 
we conclude that K = C3 , whence L = M is maximal, as claimed. 0 
Unfortunately, the cliques of Theorem 5.1 are not the only maximal cliques of 
Quad(n, q). Let q = 2m for arbitrary m, and fix scalars a, b, c e IF and a basis 
{vv V2, V3} of V. For any choice of d, e, f e {O, 1}, define the quadratic form Xd,e,f to 
have associated bilinear form 
( ~ ~ ;) 
e f ° 
with 
Xd,e,,(Vl) = e2a + d2b + de, 
It is easily checked that C = {Xd,e,/: d, e, f e {O, 1}} is a clique. By considering the 
radicals of forms in C, one can verify that the intersection size of any type 2 clique with 
C is at most 4. From this, plus the fact that the set of bilinear forms associated with the 
members of C is closed under addition (and so under translation), it is evident that Cis 
not contained in any maximal clique of known type. 
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